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+ Today’s agenda 
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!  What is Third Coast Review? 

!  How we got started 

!  Who started it: Founders and the 3CR team 

!  Our goals: Fun and funky, not ordinary 

!  How to make it work? The tech platform question 

!  The volunteer thing 

!  Current status: Content, site stats 



+ What is Third Coast Review? 

!  A Chicago website, curating Chicago arts & culture content 

!  We cover Stages (theater, comedy, dance), Screens (film, 
video, apps), Lit, Art (visual arts), Music (all genres) and Food 
!  The Beyond page is still seeking its identity 

!  Dedicated to going beyond covering the predictable and 
ordinary 
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+ Our logo, which also created our 
nickname (by accident) 
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+ Third Coast Review home page, 
featuring slider, teasers 
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+ Third Coast Review home page, 
featuring posts, events 
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+ How we got started 

!  Gapers Block, 12-year-old Chicago website, announced hiatus 
as of 1/1/16 
!  Arts writers didn’t want to lose their publishing medium, decided to 

start new website 

!  Founders--six GB editors met at a coffee shop in Lakeview on  
Sunday, November 20 
!  Organized pages, tasks, timeline, communication, recruiting writers 
!  Set early January goal for launch 

!  I took on main roles as E&P and funder 
!  Decided I would make personal investment in startup, hosting 
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+ Who started it? 

!  Editors and writers for arts, music, food pages 

!  We recruited writers, many of them Gapers Block alums 
!  New as well as veteran writers, reviewers 
!  By launch date, we had about 20 writers and editors 

!  Current roster is 40 writers (some more active than others) 

!  Goal is for each writer to write one post, submit one calendar 
item per week 
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+ Our goal: Not to be ordinary 

!  To start with, our goal was to keep writing reviews and features 
about theater, dance, movies, art exhibits, books, music and 
food 
!  We liked our press comps and opening invites 

!  But we realized we couldn’t duplicate coverage of major dailies 
and larger websites 
!  That made us decide to be out of the ordinary 

!  We knew we needed to cover some of the basics, but … 
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+ Don’t be boring. 

“We want to shine a light 
on the quirky, skewed and 
underground aspects of 
Chicago arts and culture.” 

-- Third Coast Review news release, 01.08.16 
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+ So we covered this existential night 
of music …. 
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+ And this …. 
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+ How would we make it work? 

!  Tech platform decision. Looked at squarespace, wix, weebly  
!  Editors all had some experience with WordPress 
!  It’s just a blog with a bunch of authors: Keep it simple 

!  Ultimate question: WordPress.com or WordPress.org 
!  We chose a theme that seemed to work for a news-type site without 

looking too text-heavy: Broadsheet theme 

!  I worked with my SCORE mentor for two long sessions to make 
the .com site work 
!  We couldn’t make it do what we needed: especially design elements 

and events calendar 
!  Workarounds were awkward and not pretty  
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+ How would we make it work? 
(continued) 

!  Starting in late November, I Interviewed a few web developers, 
highly recommended 
!  Costs were too high 

!  Then my SCORE mentor recommended Julien, a Canadian 
web developer who had worked with other clients 
!  We met via Skype on December 21. He showed me how he worked 

and how he would support our site, create mini-videos for training. 
!  Could we launch by January 8, I asked. No problem, he said. 
!  He seemed like a good fit for us and his price was right. 

!  And we were off.  
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+ Working toward launch 

!  Gapers Block shut down, or went on hiatus, with a black 
banner at top as of January 1. 
!  Many of us wrote farewell posts. 
!  Content on gapersblock.com is there forever. I can access my old 

theater reviews. 

!  By late December, editors and writers ready to start posting 
content on January 1 with Friday, January 8, as target launch 
date.  
!  Wanted a few posts on each page at launch 
!  Hid site from search engines during this period 
!  Recruited a designer friend to create our logo 
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+ The volunteer thing 

!  Third Coast Review is not a business or a nonprofit 
!  No ad revenue or subscriptions 
!  It’s a passion project for everyone involved 
!  I’m funding the modest costs 

!  Gapers Block (and many other blog-type websites) are similar 
!  May pay an editor or two plus token amounts per post 

!  If interest remains high and readership grows, we may apply for 
nonprofit status next year.  
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+ The volunteer thing (or, how do you run an 
organization with volunteers) 

!  Editors have no leverage except persuasion 

!  I can’t “assign” someone to cover something  

!  OTOH, writers do this because they love it 
!  Music writers love to interview artists, attend performances 
!  Theater critics love theater, letting others know about a great show, 

and interviewing actors 
!  Art, lit and food writers love to make discoveries 

!  We encourage everyone to let their personalities shine through 
in their writing style 
!  Edit for thoroughness, accuracy, consistency 
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+ The volunteer thing: Building spirit 

!  Third Coast Review became 3CR internally 

!  We hold monthly writers’ meetings 

!  Regular features: 3CR Guide to a Better Month, Curated 
Chicago Weekend, Steve at the Movies, Third Coast Rewind 
(podcast) 

!  Facebook staff page for event invites, files, other 
communications 

!  Business cards: Generic version so everyone has some  
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+ 3CR business cards 
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+ Third Coast Review: Status at four 
months 
!  Content: Plentiful reviews, features, interviews 

!  Stages, Screens, Music, Lit, Art, Food.  
!  Trying to build up Beyond page as opinion page 
!  282 posts as of today 

!  Site stats: Avg 550-600 views on weekdays 
!  350-400 unique visitors 
!  Best day ~1000 views “Hot Dog Chicago” story by guest author 

!  We promote posts on social media 
!  3CR Highlights weekly newsletter 

!  Need to do more SEO, but promote to local readers 
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+ Biggest hit: 1000 views 
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+ Third Coast Review: Where do we 
go from here? 

!  Continue to build a team that’s organized, consistent but wildly 
creative  

!  Challenge: Find ways to motivate volunteers 

!  Encourage team to stretch their interests and make contacts 
!  Explore new neighborhoods to see what’s happening  
!  Find the underbelly of Chicago arts and culture 
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+ The 3CR team at startup 
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+ And finally …. 

!  Take a look at Third Coast Review  
!  Sign up to receive our weekly newsletter on the site 

!  Contact Nancy: 
!  nancy@thirdcoastreview.com 
!  info@thirdcoastreview.com 

!  Web developer: Julien Kos, utopiandesigns.ca 

!  Logo designer: Linda Pompeii 
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+ thirdcoastreview.com: Check it out 
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